
Student Research Grants 

Central States Chapter of the American College of Sports Medicine 
 

The Central States Chapter of the American College of Sports Medicine offers two research grants 

per year at the undergraduate, masters, and PhD level (six grants total). 
 

Eligibility requirements:   
 

1. The student is attending a university in Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, or Oklahoma. 

2. The student is majoring in an ACSM related field (e.g., clinical/applied or basic exercise 

science or sports medicine) 

3. The student has a minimum of a 3.5 GPA on a 4.0 scale.  

4. The student’s mentor has been a CSACSM member for at least one year prior to grant 

submission. 

5. The student is able to attend and present his/her proposal at the Fall CSACSM Regional 

Meeting. (The 2019 Regional Meeting will at Northeastern Oklahoma State University in 

Broken Arrow, OK.  Oct. 24th and 25th) 
 

Award Amounts: 
 

Undergraduate:  $500 

Masters:    $1000 

PhD:   $1500 
 

Required Material: 

Applicants must submit. 

1. Two letters of recommendation (one from the applicant’s mentor) evaluating the applicants 

ability to develop as a researcher/scholar. 

2. A single page (maximum of 500 words, times new roman 12-point font, 1-inch margins-may 

be single spaced) abstract with the specific subheadings OVERVIEW, PURPOSE, 

METHODS, ANALYSIS detailing the project. 

3. A grant proposal with the specific subheadings: OVERVIEW, INNOVATION, SPECIFIC 

AIMS, APPROACH, SIGNIFICANCE.  This section should not exceed 10 pages (times 

new roman 12 point font, 1 inch margins-double spaced). 

4. A detailed budget for the project and an explanation what the grant will cover from the overall 

budget (if the budget exceeds the grant).   

5. References for the grant proposal.   

6. Unofficial transcripts 
 

Important Dates (2019): 

March 15 – Submission website will open 

April 26 – Submission website will close at 5PM CST 
 

All submissions will be uploaded for review through EasyChair submission software. Each researcher 

will need to create a costless account to submit your grant proposal.  You may access the submission 

page by following this link -   http://bit.ly/2SGeuV8_CSACSMGrApS19 

 

Please direct questions to Chris Todden EdD at chris.todden@bakeru.edu  

http://bit.ly/2SGeuV8_CSACSMGrApS19
mailto:chris.todden@bakeru.edu


Abstract Rubric 

Category 0 1 3 5 

Letters of 

Recommendat

ion 

Inadequate letters of 

recommendation or no letters of 

recommendation – 2 required 

Letters of Recommendation 

which reflect an individual 

who is a solid student but 

does not address scholarly 

potential – 2 letters required 

Letters of Recommendation 

which reflect an individual 

who has not clearly addressed 

scholarly potential – 2 letters 

required 

Letters of Recommendation 

which reflect an individual 

with excellent potential to 

develop into a 

researcher/scholar – 2 letters 

required 

Cover 

Sheet/Page 

Not included or does not include 

pertinent information 

(Researcher Name, Mentor, 

Institution, Classification, GPA, 

Title of Project, Project Costs) 

  Included and has all pertinent 

information (Researcher 

Name, Mentor, Institution, 

Classification, GPA, Title of 

Project, Project Costs) 

Abstract 

No abstract or an abstract that 

was lacking essential elements, 

such as, a purpose statement or 

indication of population to be 

studied. Exceeds 1-page 

An abstract that is somewhat 

unclear about the purpose 

and methods and left major 

points of emphasis. Exceeds 

1-page 

An abstract that is somewhat 

clear about the purpose and 

methods but left out a few 

minor points of emphasis. 

Adheres to 1-page limit 

An abstract which clearly 

informs the reader on the 

purpose and methodology to 

be used in the study. Adheres 

to 1-page limit 

Research 

Strategy 

Short and not well developed. 

Difficult to understand 

background of research idea. 

Specific Aims: vague 

Research Strategy: not well 

developed or clear 

Significance: not well developed 

or clear 

Innovation: not well developed 

or clear 

Approach: not well developed or 

clear 

Did not adhere to the five page 

maximum 

Somewhat unclear and not 

well developed. General 

direction is provided, but 

needs more clarity.  

Specific Aims: Somewhat 

clear but lacks proper 

research support or has 

major issues 

Significance: Somewhat 

clear but lacks proper 

research support or has 

major issues 

Innovation: Somewhat clear 

but lacks proper research 

support or has major issues 

Approach: Somewhat clear 

but lacks proper research 

support or has major issues 

Somewhat clear and fairly well 

developed; with a few points 

that are unclear or not well 

supported by past research. 

Specific Aims: Somewhat clear 

and supported by research, 

with a few minor issues 

Significance: Somewhat clear 

and supported by research, 

with a few minor issues 

Innovation: Somewhat clear 

and supported by research, 

with a few minor issues 

Approach: Somewhat clear 

and supported by research, 

with a few minor issues 

Very clearly explained and 

thorough; with excellent 

support from past research 

Specific Aims: Very clear and 

supported by research, with 

no/few issues 

Significance: Very clear and 

supported by research, with a 

no/few issues 

Innovation: Very clear and 

supported by research, with a 

no/few issues 

Approach: Very clear and 

supported by research, with a 

no/few issues 



Budget 

Inadequate information in the 

budget to justify the costs or the 

inclusion of items specifically 

indicated as no covered (printing, 

travel, salary/stipends, tuition and 

fees) 

Somewhat detailed budget 

with incomplete justification 

of all costs and raises 

several questions as to the 

feasibility of completion 

Detailed budget that is mostly 

clear, with minor issues and/or 

raises questions as to the 

feasibility of completion 

A detailed budget with 

complete justification for all 

costs 

Quality of 

Writing 

Writing was ineffective/unclear Writing was satisfactory but 

quality of scientific inquiry 

was lacking 

Satisfactory writing and 

scientific inquiry the quality of 

which would be expected of 

students at this level 

Satisfactory writing and a 

quality of scientific inquiry 

which distinguishes the 

candidate from other students 

at this level 

Novelty / 

Contribution 

to the field 

Study is a repeat of previous 

studies with no changes in 

methodology compared to 

previous research. 

Study is a repeat of previous 

studies with minor changes 

that would not have much 

effect on previous findings. 

 

Study is a repeat of previous 

studies with minor changes 

that could possibly have an 

effect on previous findings. 

(e.g., evaluating hormones 

during exercise in females 

using a protocol previously 

performed only on males) 

Study addresses a question in 

a way that is unique or 

expands upon previous 

research in a way that adds to 

our understanding of the 

topic. 

 


